
Sta 711: Homework 8Uniform Integrability1. True or false? Answer whether eah of the following statements is true or false. Iftrue, answer why; if false, give a simple ounter example.(a) If fXn; n 2 Ng is a uniformly integrable (UI) olletion of random variables, thenXn 2 L1 for eah n.(b) De�ne a sequene fXng of random variables on the unit interval with Lebesguemeasure, (
;F ; P ) with 
 = (0; 1℄, F = B, and P = �, by Xn � pn1(0; 1n ℄. ThenfXng is UI.() Let fXng be a sequene of random variables for whih ejXnj is uniformly boundedin L1, i.e., satis�es EejXnj � B for some B <1 and all n. Then fXng is UI.(d) Let fXng be a sequene of random variables that is uniformly bounded in L1, i.e.,satis�es EjXnj � B for some B <1 and all n. Then fXng is UI.Charateristi Funtions2. Let X be a random variable, and de�ne�X(!) � E(ei!X); ! 2 RShow that �X(!) is uniformly ontinuous in R.3. Find the harateristi funtions of the following random variables:(a) W � 1 (The supersripts in (a){() are footnote indiators, not exponents)(b) X � Un(a; b)2() Y � Ga(�; �)3(d) Z = (Y1 + Y2 + � � �+ Yn)=n; Yj iid� Ga(�; �)What is the distribution of Z? What happens as n!1?4. The distribution of a random variable X is alled in�nitely divisible if, for every n 2 N,there exist n iid random variables fYig suh that X has the same distribution asPni=1 Yi. Use harateristi funtions to show that if X � Po(�), then X is in�nitelydivisible.41A onstant random variable with value  2 R2Uniform, on the interval (a; b) � R3Gamma, with rate parameterization| with pdf f(y j �) = ��y��1 e�� y=�(�), y > 0.4Hint: If fYig are independent with sum Y+ :=PYi, then �Y+(!) =Q�Yi(!) for all ! 2 R.1


